
Barrio Histórico Historic Zone Advisory Board 
Monday, January 9, 2017, 4:00 PM 

Santa Rita Room, Second Floor 
Joel Valdez Main Library, 101 N. Stone Ave. 

Tucson, AZ  85701  
 
 

MINUTES and LEGAL ACTION REPORT 
 

Agenda:  
 

1. Roll call:  A quorum was established including Ken Bacher, Jody Gibbs, 
Mary Lou Heuett, Bob Vint. 

 
2. Call to the audience:  No one spoke. 

 
3. Approval of the minutes of 11/14/16 

 
Motion 1:  Bob Vint moved and Mary Lou Heuett secon ded that the minutes 
be approved.  The vote was 4 yes – 0 no, to approve . 
 

4. HPZ 16-84 John and Sylvia Shepherd New Single Family Residence, 671 
South Main 

The application contained neither a clear indication of the development zone and 
its historic buildings nor a street-scape drawing showing the proposed building’s 
street elevation in the context of its historic neighbors. 

 
Motion 2:  Bob Vint moved and Mary Lou Heuett secon ded that the 
proposal be approved on the following conditions: 

1. The height of the masonry walls shall be increas ed to no lower than 
14 feet to conform to the typical heights of the hi storic contributing 
properties per UDC 5.8.6.B, 9-02.3.2. 

2. The recess at the main door on the street shall be reduced to no 
greater than the thickness of the wall to reflect t he recessions and 
projections of the historic contributing properties  in the development 
zone per UDC 5.8.6.H, 9-02.38. 

3. The garage shall be removed from the front of th e site and relocated 
to the “side or rear of the property” approximately  25 feet East of the 
West property line to conform with the Barrio Histo rico Historic 
District Design Guidelines and related code section s, including UDC 
9-02.6.3, 9-02.6.1, 9-02.6.4, 9-027.3.C.6 

4. The elevation drawings of the roof shall be corr ected to show the 
rafter tails and the roof line at the correct heigh t per the “Details” 
Code requirements, including UDC 5.8.6.1 and 9.02.3 .9 



5. Drawings shall be corrected to indicate correctl y the privacy fence 6 
foot height (desired by the applicant); and the lan dscape drawing 
shall be corrected to indicate the locations of the  sidewalk, utility 
pole, driveway, and landscape. 

  The vote was 4 yes – 0 no, to approve. 
 

5. HPZ 16-95, 688 S. Stone, Womankraft, front existing fence 
Among other items, the applicant presented two elevation drawings of the fence:  
one showing an outline of the fence against the elevation of the building and the 
other showing the detailed pattern in the fence.  Based upon the presentation, 
Bob Vint expressed the opinion that the artists who designed the fence were 
attempting to create their interpretation of a Victorian metal fence with a pattern 
in the design. 
 
Motion 3:  Bob Vint moved and Ken Bacher seconded t hat the existing front 
fence be approved.  The vote was 3 yes – 1 no (Mary Lou Heuett), to 
approve. 
 
     5.  The Board provided code guidelines and discussed the code with three 
property owners who have not yet submitted applications. 
 

6.  Adjournment:  The meeting adjourned at 6:00 pm. 


